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ah, yes ... welcome to 
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(the anonymous issue) 

right. right. the "staff" 
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magazine thing, 
perhaps?" 
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As a great man once said. 
The Other Side (fOS, if you wanna be IN) is a 

magazine created by some members of the Pitzer 
college community for the other members of the 

Ptizer college community. Now, the members of the Pitzer 
college community 

who created this (we call ourselves a "staff') 
do not necessarily represent the views presented 

in the content of our little magazine. 
If anyone wants to not necessarily represent shit with us. 

we meet on tuesdays at 9 in the Grove House. 

From the editor' s desk ... ... . 

What I like so much about all this is the element of obsession. Here's proof that our 
campus is close-knit enough that just about everybody, if pressed, will admit to t~at 

deep down obsession they've got for somebody else -maybe somebody th~y can t 
have, or that they'e never even talked to. Herein lies the beauty of a collect1o~ of 
anonymous love poems. You might as well assume that at least one of them IS about 
YOU, 'cause for all intents and purposes nobody can be sure ... 

always writing poems about everybody 
(and pretty-much as pretty-much devoted Britt, editor-wise), 

Kate Johnston 
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-------1 shaved every part of my body--------

She crept across the wooden floor with spires in her hair, pinned to her head in an oddly organic fashion. 
The iridescent shine of the outdoor bulbs bit at the darkness surrounding her eyes. Her instant wear 
jumped into her pupils, the bags from one hundred percent and back to zero and back again; then again 
until finally she pushed off the ground with her hands and with the stealth of a panther found herself 
lying next to me. This movement was drowned in grace like a cat, as if she had been trained in appearing 
rhythmical and fluent. As a smile permitted itself to slowly maneuver from the left side of her face to the 
right her hands moved in a peculiar fashion one finding its way to a simple and sullen perch atop my 
cheek. • 
Then she sang to me and the helicopters celebrated our anathemata. We were living and dying in each 
other's mouths and no one else could see us getting kicked out on the street without our teeth. She 
spieled of dynasty and harmonized of end all words like always, never and forever. She tuned her guitar in 
admiration and I treasured her company in the key of C. • 
Her glancing shadow black hair grew from her eyebrows to her ears and I cut it with a ship that set sail in 
her stomach. She gave me her wrist as a oar and she gave me her lungs as a life jacket. Her apartment was 
a lake with large windows and our game of cards under candlelight was the blanket covering our bodies 
and leaving our toes frozen and thawed by a common love for friction. She could see my cards and I didn't 
care. • •• Her apartment was my casket and she sang the song of my funeral procession with LAUGHTER and 1 
COLOR THEORY and other things I would've loved. And for moments at a time our mortality was mis
placed somewhere, like the keys or the remote control. We joined arms and flew above the city, gliding on 
the fervent winds of excommunication. Our combined malediction built big buildings with bright lights 
and new frontiers. We swapped trading cards of each other with flattering pictures printed on cheap card
board. 

She could see my cards and I didn't care because our lips met in that place we forgot our mortality. Her 
radiance, her nimble nimbus challenged my phlegmatic lower lip. She jabbed at me with playful impudent 
taps of her tongue and I turned bashful and flushed into a red balloon. I was lightheaded in vertigo, and 
capricious in my delightful dizziness. The candle multiplied and formed circles around us, and with every 
kiss they burned brighter and longer. The moon waned to get a better view and the ocean went from high 
tide to high shore in jealousy of our innocence. 

Her glancing shadow black hair transcended into carmine curls of scarlet crimson snail shells of blue and 
pink that gave ease to our frigid feet. With commensurable courage and mutual epiphany we fathomed an 
impending hereafter of solitude devoid of discrepancy, only disdain for the delinquency of idolatry. We 
became pretentious and self absorbed, and in our bombastic ostentation therein we fathomed our mod
esty. We were the salt of the earth, hardly the meager and hardly the dirt. 

The pop pop of our conversation led down an alleyway of misguided youthful zeal. We squabbled in 
future tense and humbucked in pregnancy while somehow losing the tic-tac toe of it all. 

There were four sons of beautiful fraternity and a daughter of exquisite deliverance. Canaan was a candle, 
a flame built of five. A flame built of blue, a blue built of white. Elliot was a stampede, a tree grown of 
apples, a stampede built of golden horses with hoofs of thunder. Padriac was colored like a porpoise, a 
beast built by Pisces, a sign left by floods, a flood left by God. Louis-Alexis was brown; a porcupine; his 
leaves built by a fallen forest; forest built by swallowed sun; a sun governed by none. Beatrice was a blan
ket; a knit cap built under red ears; ears of red lipstick built to press a right lipstick kiss. 

We kissed without remorse and diligently did not notice the mutinies in play outside the wall that was a 
window, the city that was a sound stage that we kept to entertain us. We propped it up with her mother's 
copy of Bridges of Madison County; a xmas present put to rather good use. We would watch them walk 
past her apartment with blonde hair that sprang to stalactites. Caverns of heads cradled by cynicism, 
rocked to sleep by a gray lethargy. Their seashell eyes were combed over by their lkean wicker chairs and 
VH1 producing satellite dishes. They counted crows and caught blowfish without us. And when they drank 
their diet life they didn't have us. And every one is khaki with an SUV in their gray velcro wallet. 

We proposed theories in benevolence and never a hand was raised in a manner other than to caress a 
worldly worry far away from my brow. We laid between sedentary leaves speaking to the shade in shaded 
tones of amiable sweetness. We were large turtles of a soft-shell and a tempered chest sharing the shore . 
We discussed our fingernails and context and trains digging through the atmosphere. 

We knew we were blasphemers, looked upon as heathens, and called upon as experts. We were two warm 
teenagers with intuitive skin and bright ocherous cheeks. 

She spoke of ascending years and the payment of tithes; the flowers imbedded in my eyes that rotated 
with every season to open and close turning chestnut and coming to the ears of the ocean. And with such 
resplendently captivating words rivulets of lachrymation percolated on my cheeks which became quag
mires of quicksand in which such tears were absorbed and thereupon took different form as a boscage; the 
trees of which shed the leaves of a coming October. The leaves that were traded for my blood, the muddy 
leaves that coursed through my veins. 

The great lakes could hear us dancing alone with touching fingertips and touching lips and they raged into 
four oceans in envy and they burned in excitation. We stirred the blood in the veins of volcanoes and 
fanned the flames that scorched the deserts of Africa. The city in allotment turned a beaded eye to her 
quadrangular apartment past the patterned wall that was a window and past the illuminating candles of 
various assortments to spite us as we dozed in anticipation of the purple rose sunrise. The jalousie de mili
er did not wake us, as it was rather unnoticeable. 

And as we once again peered out upon the city we and turned four blind eyes to the dwelling of unimpor
tance, of smallness. The stolid, the simple, the unremarkable, the jaundiced and yellow-eyed turned cold 
and disappeared. 

Elliot said Beatrice and Beatrice was born. Beatrice dared Elliot to a game of hopscotch and Canaan was 
the rock scorn. Canaan was thrown underneath the quick, a tick named Padriac. Padriac wanted a friend 
and subsequently he took his saber and parted his hand. His palm a libertine; his jowls mere hedonists in 
their jabber and jaunt. His fingers grew limbs and such was named Louis-Alexis, a broken name for a bro
ken boy with splintered legs and missing ears, he could taste you chewing, he could taste you breathing. 
And you could feel his hands on your chest while you were trying to sleep. 

Have you ever been sequestered in awe devoid of a saving grace? Have you ever ridden the seraphic uni
corn through an exemplary chase only to find yourself at a breakneck pace? The mythology of that 
evening gave birth to a multitude of unfathomable creatures and many an urgent reminiscence. 

The four sons of beautiful fraternity and daughter of exquisite deliverance made chase in the boat that 
gently turned circles in my stomach. Beatrice fastened a sense of accomplishment to the sail as a flag that 
signified a night free of battle, an evening short of argument, an enchantment of sleepy phantoms resting 
on their laurels watching us sleep. The candles blew each other out but not before they saw our breath 
begin to beat in unison. 



Monopolized Time In Imaginary Space 
In tune with the moon, 
In tune with the moon while the flowers bloom, 
In tune with the moon while the flowers bloom 
By the light in the night reflected off the lagoon. 

It's like I have something divine 
Somehow I grew another mind 
Without the means to do this 
The rest of my brain is no longer useless 
Could this be another evolutionary development 
Or a mistake by our ever-changing environment 
Granted boundless abilities of telekinesis 
I no longer have use of this species 
Control of every cell leads to levitation 

Father time improve my rhyme So I can develop my enormous imagination 

Spread knowledge that is divine, ~ 

:;:::~~~~~:~~~~:~:~;:e. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I've been wrongfully accused 

Mass demonstration provided 
For those without representation 

By somebody who has power that they've abused 
There was a murder 
And I just happened to fit the picture 
It was a positive match 
Even though it could have been fifty other cats 
I fought for my right 
They got somebody to lie for their might 
Premeditated was the sentence they gave me 
A gift of lifetime to be manipulated 
Screw that I want to follow my own destiny 
I continued to dispute this decision 
They sent an assassin to end my life with precision 
Upon this Earth I still have a presence 
The truth I learned of the government 
and it's essence. 

deprived from those who need translation 
Capitalism policies creating starvation 
Structure and organization should be our foundation 
To elaborate we should use extreme enunciation. 

Father time improve my rhyme 
Spread knowledge that is divine, 
Father time improve my rhyme 
Spread knowledge that is divine. 

You know I like instrumentals, I'm a little environmental, 
I like to kick that funky tempo, 
You know I like sage from a Tibetan temple, 
Sometimes I think this world is a little mental, 
I reach a higher level and have a bit of lentils. 
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CAN HEAR THE WEEPING ~ 
CAN SEE 

THAT LOVE'S TAKEN ITS TOLL ~ 
IN ITS VEINS, THE PAIN'S SEEPING 

As ITS HEAD SLOWLY DROPS /? 
THE PETAL'S FALL LIKE TEARS // 

FLOATING TOWARDS THE GROUND / 

SOON THE TEARS BEGIN TO STOP 

WHILE THE PAIN'S REPLACED WITH FEARS 

BECAUSE ITS LOVE REMINS UNFOUND 

AS IT WITHERS AND DIES / 

I STAND AND WATCH / 

HEARING ITS SILENT CRIES 

THE SOUL VANISHES 

AND THE ROSE DIES. 

I / 

History Will Make this Poem Prophetic and it's A\-\rful Silliness a 
Hideous Spiritual Music 



(All definitions taken from Random House Webster's College Dictionary, Second Edition, 1997.) 

Pang loss ian---------------------------------------------------------------------------
adj. inappropriately optimistic. 

for a year it \\ent untorgi' ingly on 
(bur I didn't need torgi,ene~s!) 

I could not e'cape it 
eating away at my daily life 
I could not ma~k my::.elf enough in drunkennes~ to hide rom that deepest t\\ inge 

(Jo,·ing the bottle- I had something I could loYe ea~ily and consumingly) 
The pain of kno\\·ing . omething so completely 
and yet not being able to catch it happening 
I learned to laugh at the :.tupidity of taking tor granted 

(I thought this wa TRCE) 
that you would belie,·e it was me 

that pang of hope 
to hear your Yoice again sneering wam1ly. tamiliarly at me 
reminding me of fi·ozen leopard print and epileptic rock tar dream:. 

a lmost destroyed me 
(Jo,ing the bottle and the boy, " ·a uch atis~·ing eJt:.aba emem) 

[ thought it wa. my judgement 

two year. and a laundry li t of self:.<.Jestructi,·e embarrassment late•· 
I tee! 'uper 
I drank and fucked that pang our of exi. renee 

(maybe it " ·asn't the pang I beat. but the e]f-re~pect that nurtured it, that told me 
I wa~ worth enough to at least hope you'd realize your mi ·rake) 

I put ir down 
(like squelching a re,·olution) 

after a year of de perate longing and empty taith 
I wiped the blood on the knees of my pants and crept a,,·ay 

I no longer knew 
:\ nd I didn't want w relearn 

Pleasure--------··-----------------------------
-n. 1. enjoyment or satisfaction derived from something that is to one's liking; gratification; delight. 

2. a cause or source of enjoyment or delight: It was a pleasure to see you. 3. worldly or frivolous 
enjoyment: the pursuit of pleasure. 4. recreation or amusement: to travel for pleasure. 5. sensual 
gratification. 6. pleasurable quality. 7. one's will or desire; preference: to make known one's pleas 
ure. -v.t. 9. to take pleasure; delight (often to/. by in). 10. to seek pleasure, as by taking a holiday. 

The pang "a!-. no longer there when l met him 
I wa., !->O jaded from killing the pang that l ignored the Jle\\ one~ 

The night I let[ home wearing !.hoe!-> and not much ebe 
I wa'> whi .... rling heryl Crow 
\\'hen he tlnally walked me home in the morning 
I wa~ wearing hi !>Weab and humming inatra 
Tho-.e blue e\·es \\en~ more than l could take 

l 

f 

;\ly -.df-depret·ation crackled and tell in <>ha•·d., at my leet 
I tried to pick up the ti·agment-. and l'\eep them in the JX>cket of hi~ panr... 
but "hen he came and took them back the next day 
he took tht piece~ \\ ith him to bm·y 

e\·ery time I tried ro dig up tho~t:: preciou., 'ih er of seJt:.hatred 
he would gently rake the patle 
bring my hands to his lip. 
and ki~s my palm~ one at a rime 
cupping them around hi., face so that l held a new truth I could belieYe in 

Palimpsest:---------------------------
n. a parchment or the like from which writing has been partially or 
completely erased to make room for another text. 

Reading your half:.intere ting poetry on poetry.com while you de-.perately try to open the 
e-mail attachment picture of me to -.ee if I'm ~till the way you remember 
I am angry " ·irh you 

(po sibly e,·en furiou - let it ferment a few weeh and then get back to me) 

After you \\~ouldn't fight 
and I half killed mn,elf 

trying to accept it 
after all my ~hame from forgetting the truth 
and all my joy in finding a ne\\~ one 
no" · you belie,·e 

Palinode-----------------------------
n. 1. a poem in which the poet retracts something said in an earlier poem. 
2. a recantation. 

T he pang is back only it's dif1erent now 
older and -,elt:.Contldent now it plagues me 
haunb me like the hiccup. you're sure you\·e gotten rid of 

The pang i~ here to remind me of the original truth 
the truth that wrecked me when l bear it 
like the teddy bear" hose head got ripped otr 
then got :-rored in the attic tor sentimenral value 

~O\\ that I am o lder 
and taking stock of all that ~atisfie-. me 
you pop in and hold out tht ti·e...,hly se" ·n teddy 
it 'miles at me 
its beady eye., catching the light 
I look at vou in di!->belief 

your eyes catch the light 
and you reach the teddy to\\·ard" smiling 
l take it <.uspiciou...,Jy and turn it 0\·e•· 
and 0\·er 

T here dobn·t '>eem to bt anything" rang "irh it 
no bu:-ted ...,eam" or diny patche -.. 
it doe!- look ju't like ir u-.ed to 



For my Ro 1n: 

When you were there I knew it. 
I could feel your breath. 
I could smell your sweetness tn the air. 
But I couldn t see you. 

They tell me that you went without pain 
And I know this to be a lie 
The patn of realization must have hit 
Sooner than the pavement. 
And you must have been afraid. 

I wish that I could have caught you 
The one ttme it mattered. All those other ttmes that I reached 
Out to prevent danger now seem so tnvtal. 
They did not define who you were, 
Who you always will be. 
You did not jump. but you did not fall either. 
You just could not coexist-
between the earth and the sky 

With You.. . For You ... 

I waited with you today 
You fell in my core today 
I freed your passions today 
I waited for you each day 

I stood beside you and you stood apart 
And I felt myself in your broken heart 
Up until once and again you depart 
So preoccupied, consumed in the 

My eyes, staring into yours, 
Forced to face your fresh, seale 
To my dismay, it would cease 
I fell like shattered glass and 

Whispered the words I co 
Which nourished the tear 
Why am I so tangled 
I have desired-1 

I will no longer wait with 
But what else is there I 
If only all along you knew 
That all I desire is you. 



[thoughts on i love you" by a college freshman for her performance art class] 

(one girl alone onstage in a plain white dress. the stage is bare. 
preferably ,.-dth a single spotlight.) 

oh. "I LOVEYOU". 

got some issues with that. actually. no really, i'm sure you're surprised. 
urn. yeah. it starts with a boy. and it ends, never, i don't think. so yeah 
love. i was in love once. or maybe many times, if you count that one type 
of love that is more crush that you feel like bubbles in your stomach or 
wetness in your underwear. but that other type of love. that feels like a 
punch in the mouth. or a solid heavy weight in all of your limbs. i ve been 
in that love once. 

and it was young love. and i think it started with that sort of desperation 
and neediness and that loneliness disease that culminates into teenage sex. 
you know that type of sex? some people missed it. waited until they were 
ready and mature and could deal with it. but some of you out there. you 
know. there is that nervous newness to it all as you slowly but furiously 
explored each other. tried new things. passionate yet quiet enough not to 
wake up his parents. and then again is that neediness, how he would hold 
your face tight in his hands as you were about to come. trying to devour 
your eyes with his looking for any way inside of you he could deep deep 
deeper as if somewhere within each other we might find some sort of meaning. 

i lost my virginity when i was 15. (laugh). yeah. you know. we were just 
like making out or whatever. in his bedroom with the striped sheets and the 
punk rock fliers on the walls. it was upstairs in this kind of old house 
and his window faced just the right way to let aJI of the spring afternoon 
sun in, and we were just kissing and then i unzipped his pants. tight little 
jeans that his mama bought for him and 

"uh. i never done this before" 

(surprised look) 

and uh he was a gentleman about it and asked me if i was sure and so i 
gulped and nodded and then ... 

whoa! hey! this weird feeling lying there staring up at the ceiling kind 
of shocked and maybe motionless and aah what is this thing inside of me and 
THEN, two minutes later 
he just kind of stops and i'm like "uh, what are you doing?" and he says to 
me "what boys do". and that was it. 

(cross stage) 

what boys do. what boys do. what boys do is call you up a couple of days later and tell you that 
they love you. (sound effect). even then i am squirming. "you love me?" 

and i don't think i really knew then. what that meant. \'\'hat those words 
would become. 

(cross stage back) 

i used to cry after \Ve had sex. we would go fuck somewhere like his bedroom or his basement 
or the back of my car and then i would cry. and sometimes not even after. sometimes right in 
the middle he would look up and there would be tears running down my face and he would be 
so concerned and he \'\'Ould want to know why? why? and i didn't know. and i don't know. 

or maybe i did somehow. know something about what was to come. what the words "i love you 
would come to mean. 

"i love you". he said it all the time. sometimes i would say it back but most of the time not. "i 
love you". it became his arms around me tighter and tighter. encircling my soft teenage stom
ach and moving up on my ribs. "i love you". his breath in my ears trying to crawl and slither 
into my brain. "i love you". binding my arms tying my wrists crippling me. "i love you" means 
"i need you" and "i Jove you" means "you are mine" and it means hands around my throat until i 
cannot breath at all and you are sticking your 
hands inside of me wanting all pieces trying 
to find the one spot that will love you back. 
you think maybe if you can find it. that red 
pulsing part of me. you think if you could own 
that, take it out of me and make it yours, you 
could be happy forever. 

(draw heart in red marker on white 
dress) 

i gave you my body. and you took all of the 
pieces and you reached in further with those 
words and those hands and those eyes and 
you pulled deeper and deeper until you 
found it. and you grabbed it. 
and it came apart in your hands. 

(crush fake blood capsules in hands and 
on dress in the middle of the 

heart). 

{let it smear. hold a moment. then light goes 
ow. curtain falls.) 
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The Keg of Love 

you gave me a red cup, 
and later, many cups a later, 

a kiss in the orchard, 
amongst blooming fruit. 

your friends called you, 
and you looked at me hard, 

and then you left. 

I thought that was really 
cool. 

DISSAPOINTMENTS, 

BIT VICTORIES, AND WORKING 

TOWARD 

COMMON GOALS. 



Finally she comes to 
a small coffeehouse. 
It was a popular place for 
wandering souls to converse 
in the midst of the old German town. 
She steps out of the bright morning sun 
and into the dark, smoky cafe. 
The sweet aroma of marijuana smoke 
greets her 
as she stands at the entrance. 
And the many wanderers 
i in this cafe that morning 
look up and see an 
angel 
who wants some 
food and conversation. 
So she takes a seat 
in the middle of the cafe 
eager for some company, 
a new face, 
an open mind, 
a closed mind, 
any company at all. 

She waits 
and waits 
and waits 
as she has waited 
so often in her life 
for the things she wants. 

Her coffee and pastry 
finally arrive 
and of all the breakfasts she's ever had 
this one is in this exotic cafe 
would be utterly perfect, 
if only, 
she had someone to share it with. 

Eventually 
a very lucky 
and brave 
man notices her sitting alone and 
asks to sit with her and 
wants to know about her and 
wants to have breakfast 
in Germany with her. 

(note: the author of this poem was rejected and the poem was probably never even read and just thrown 
in the garbage when she saw that it was from me. Happy Valentine's Day.) 



For my Sweet One: 

sweet, in my arms. 
feel you breathing 
watch. in and out as 

Your chest rises and falls 

And you 
Beautiful, the way 
our eyes closed 
our pupils. dancing 

Reveal your dreaming 

Imag ine how. your eyelashes 
Might feel 
If they might happen to touch my face 
Soft. and then gone 

And I 
Feel your lips upon mine. as I 
Remember the moonlight 
And how it sang to you and I 
As we moved in and out of it's view 

Now here ... 
As I watch you dream 
My fingers encompass yours 
You, 
Inches from me held in your slumber. 

d I 
Felt love light. but present, against my skin 

And you ... there ... sleeping 

+yeah, ·we{(, oj- course zt 's not fzer rea[ narne. 
5.\. :Nonny .1\louse 

na1ne 
It's just a coi 

fiave in co1n 
I ta(k to do 

1veird-heigfzt for 
and tfiat's sonwtfi1 

ana she goes 

oyen to sfio1v 
a1YaRe ana pretty. 

fiair fiafj-strangfin9 

Sfie 's suryriset.f. 



v~ 
~yo-w~~~ 

yo-w~r~ 

'The Valentine's Day of Existential Pain" alternatively titled ~shooting Myself in the Foot" 

This is just a story about how miserable my valentine's day will be. Nothing more nothing less. If you are feeling 
crappy about love then I'd just like to say that I'm there suffering with you, trust me. This story is proof that I am. If you 
are a hermit who never talks to people of the opposite sex, well then you can point at this story of me and laugh and 
say, "ha, ha, look, see, that's what happens when you try and find a relationship.~ So I for one do not blame you if you 
are too afraid to try for a love life at the moment. It can have some tragic results. If not and you are fine with your whole 
love life or whatever well then screw you. Don't even bother reading this. I have no compassion for you. This is a story 
for those of us who are not well adjusted to life or love and probably never will be. 

Just recently, after over a year of angst and uncertainty, I finally built up enough courage to ask one of my close 
female friends on a date. For me this sort of thing is not so easy. She replied "maybe" and I was the happiest man alive. 
1 was happy because I had expected a "noff and some talk about how it would be really weird to date me since we were 
good friends. But the next night, the inevitable happened, she changed her answer to "no" and she gave me that very 
talk. Right now you are probably laughing and thinking the whole idea of ·'dating" is from the fifties anyway, and nowa
days in college people just sort of "see" each other. Well my personal knowledge of love doesn't extend much farther 
than those old black-and-white movies on late at night with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. So that's what I'm going 
with damn it. Anyway back to the story. So this girl gives me this talk and tells me she just wants to be friends. She does 
it maturely, calmly, and by embarrassing me as little as possible. Unlike most girls who after being approached by me, 
probably would have just ignored me for the rest of the year, she is totally cool ... which makes everything so much 
harder. This was perhaps the hardest rejection I ever faced, because even in rejecting me she is perfect and it made me 
want her so much more. So I was feeling pretty depressed at that particular moment. This however is not where my hurt 
ends. Oh no dear reader, I have seen my future and something about the actions I am about to describe to you, tells me 
that my relationship skills are far more screwed up than I thought. 

So now after being maturely told the truth and treated like a decent person (unlike most girls), I should have just 
been strong, looked lonliness in the face, and told her that I would still be friends if she wanted. Of course she wouldn't 
have to be if she didn't want to, but I should have left the option open if she wanted it for whatever reason. However this 
was far too depressing an idea for me. I could no longer be around this goddess knowing that I had no chance with her. 
I was sulking and feeling very sorry for myself and what I did next changed everything. 
I don't know whether I said what I did next out of mindless desperation or some suicidal tendency. She had said some
thing like, "if you want to talk I just want you to know that I'm here." Looking back I think she had sensed that my social 
skills were so bad that more than a girlfriend I needed some psychological help. So I stood there looking past her into 
the bleak, lonely future ahead and I began to stutter, "but ... but... but ... " and then I let it all out, " ... but.. . I love you". 
What had I done ... instead of walking away and hoping that maybe one day in the far future she might start to feel 
about me the way I felt about her, I go and do something insane like that. Now there is was no hope. 

I had actually imagined myself before saying this to her. Of course I imagined the timing would be better. There 
had been so many things I had wanted to tell her before I told her that. I wanted to tell her how beautiful, how smart, 
how hilarious and how sexy she is. I wanted to also tell her how unappreciated she is and that guys at this school really 
are blind for not climbing all over each other to be with her. I wanted to explain that I was quiet around her sometimes 
not because I had nothing to say to her but because a harsh word from her would have been too much to bear. 
But especially above everything I wanted to know this: did she remember that time when we went to go see "Ocean's-
11", and the preview for the movie "A Beautiful Mind" came on. That girl looked at Russell Crowe and said, 'There's no 
formula to find out if love is there, you've just got to believe its there". I really wanted to know if she thought of me when 
that girl said that to Russell Crowe. Those words made the thought of me and her together absolutely burn in my mind. 
It scared me to think about how close I was to turning around, grabbing her, and kissing her right there. 
But now I have let out the deep dark secret inside me and now I have no chance. What am I supposed to do now? If 
she still wanted to be friends (which after seeing the depths of my insanity I'm sure she doesn't), I would be willing to be 
whatever kind of friend is possible. Realistically, I know we couldn't be as close as we used to be. I would never be 
able to see her dance with another guy, that would just kill me. The sight of her with someone else would now probably 
just kill me on the spot. 
So now I have pushed her away. Most of my life I have been berated by friends and told to not be so afraid of getting 
rejected because it's the only way you'll ever get the girl you want. Now I let go of my inhibitions and pushed away the 
only girl I can honestly say I loved in college. 
And this is where the story ends. There is no happy ending. there is not even any moral to it. For me, this is how life is 
often. Just one rejection after another. Ufe is just hard that way sometimes and there is no way around it. So this valen
tine's day if you feel guilty about trying very hard to have a love life and you don't want to face the world on a day where 
you know you will inevitably feel like a loser, give your bile a rest and stay in bed. Just give yourself this one day off. 

-anonymous 


